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Background: Although there are various international consensus recommendations on the use 

of botulinum neurotoxin type A (BoNT/A) in facial aesthetics, there are no global or  Russian 

guidelines on the optimal dose of incobotulinumtoxinA, free from complexing proteins, within 

specific aesthetic indications. This article reports the outcomes of two expert consensus meetings, 

conducted to review and analyze efficacy and tolerability data for incobotulinumtoxinA in 

various facial aesthetic indications and to give expert consensus recommendations to ensure 

best clinical practice among Russian clinicians.

Methods: Thirteen dermatology and/or plastic surgery experts attended meetings held in Paris, 

France (November 2013), and Moscow, Russia (March 2014). The expert group reviewed and 

analyzed the existing evidence, consensus recommendations, and Russian experts’ extensive 

practical experience of incobotulinumtoxinA in aesthetics to reach consensus on optimal doses, 

potential dose adjustments, and injection sites of incobotulinumtoxinA for facial aesthetics.

Results: All experts developed guidance on the optimal doses for incobotulinumtoxinA treat-

ment of different regions of the upper and lower face. The expert panel agreed that there are 

no differences in the efficacy and duration of the effect between the four BoNT/As that are 

commercially available for facial aesthetic indications in Russia and that, when administered 

correctly, all BoNT/As can achieve optimal results. Experts also agreed that nonresponse to 

BoNT/A can be caused by neutralizing antibodies.

Conclusion: On the basis of the scientific and clinical evidence available for incobotulinum-

toxinA, coupled with the extensive clinical experience of the consensus group, experts recom-

mended the optimal doses of incobotulinumtoxinA effective for treatment of wrinkles of the upper 

and lower face to achieve the expected aesthetic outcome. These first Russian guidelines on the 

optimal use of incobotulinumtoxinA for augmentation of glabellar lines, periorbital wrinkles, 

forehead lines, bunny lines, perioral wrinkles, depressor anguli oris, mentalis, masseters and 

platysmal bands, and performing the Nefertiti lift, are presented here.

Keywords: incobotulinumtoxinA, free from complexing proteins, consensus guidelines, facial 

lines, dosage, aesthetics, Russia

Introduction
Botulinum neurotoxin type A (BoNT/A) effectively diminishes rhytides of the upper 

and lower face by inhibiting hyperdynamic musculature that can lead to wrinkle and 

line formation.1–12 At this time, there are a number of BoNT/A preparations avail-

able for aesthetic use on the international market, all of which differ in terms of their 

method of manufacture, composition, potency, and approved indications.13–16 In Russia, 

four preparations of BoNT/A are currently approved for aesthetic use: onabotulinum-

toxinA (Vistabel®; Allergan Inc., Irvine, CA, USA), abobotulinumtoxinA (Azzalure®; 
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Ipsen Ltd, Slough, UK, distributed by Galderma in Russia), 

Lantox® (Lanzhou Institute of Biological Products, Lanzhou, 

People’s Republic of China), and incobotulinumtoxinA, free 

from complexing proteins (XEOMIN Cosmetic™/Xeomin®/

Xeomeen®/Bocouture®; Merz Pharmaceuticals GmbH, 

Frankfurt, Germany).17

Since 2003, onabotulinumtoxinA has been approved 

for the treatment of a number of aesthetic indications in 

Russia, including facial wrinkles and facial asymmetry.17 

AbobotulinumtoxinA is indicated for the treatment of mimic 

wrinkles and hyperhidrosis. Lanzhou’s BoNT/A came to the 

Russian market in 2008 and is indicated for the correction 

of age-related changes.17 IncobotulinumtoxinA has been 

available in Russia since 2008 and is also indicated for the 

correction of hyperkinetic mimic wrinkles.17 However, unlike 

any of the conventional botulinum neurotoxin preparations, 

incobotulinumtoxinA is free from complexing proteins, 

which may confer clinical benefits in terms of reduced 

potential for immunostimulating activity.18,19

Given these differences in BoNT/A preparations, a 

need exists for well-defined guidance on the optimal treat-

ment doses for specific BoNT/A preparations, such as 

incobotulinumtoxinA for facial aesthetic procedures in 

 Russia, where such procedures are particularly popular, 

especially among women who are 35–50 years of age.

Statement of need
There are currently no Russian guidelines on the optimal 

dose of incobotulinumtoxinA for specific aesthetic indica-

tions, although scales for the assessment of Russian facial 

aesthetics have been published in the past.20 Consensus recom-

mendations for the assessment of facial aesthetics do exist for 

other countries;16,21–25 however, these may not be suitable for 

Russian clinicians if differences in aesthetic ideals exist.

As in the rest of the world, the concept of “ideal beauty” 

in Russia is based on the ancient model of proportional 

beauty.26 However, as there are more than 170 ethnic groups 

in Russia,27 gaining consensus on a Russian beauty ideal 

may be difficult.

Russians place great importance on maintaining a youth-

ful appearance. This is particularly true of Russian women, 

who are highly motivated to look younger for longer, thus 

making them open to treatment with injectables. Despite 

this, within Russia, a barrier still remains with regard to the 

social acceptability of such treatment.

By far the most common age group presenting for aes-

thetic treatment in Russia is 35- to 50-year-old women,28 

which is in agreement with the most recent statistics from the 

American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery.29 However, 

individuals seeking treatment are not limited to this age 

range, with the treatment of expression wrinkles being a 

particularly popular procedure among Russian women in the 

25- to 35-year age group.28

In addition, there may be specific facial characteristics 

that Russians tend to prefer, such as arched eyebrows and an 

oval facial shape, that result in increased demand in Russia 

for particular aesthetic procedures.

The aim of this publication was to develop the first practi-

cal recommendations for the Russian population on the opti-

mal dose of incobotulinumtoxinA and injection techniques 

for various treatment areas of the upper and lower face to 

achieve the expected aesthetic outcome. These recommenda-

tions are based on the findings of two multidisciplinary expert 

consensus meetings held to discuss the optimal dosage of 

incobotulinumtoxinA for the treatment of mimic wrinkles of 

the upper and lower face. At these meetings, the experts also 

discussed the practical implications of the recommendations 

for daily clinical practice and dose adjustments related to sex 

and age, as well as techniques to minimize adverse events.

Consensus group and methodology
The expert consensus meetings were held on November 17, 

2013, and on March 11, 2014, and were comprised of experi-

enced practitioners in the fields of dermatology and/or plastic 

surgery. Individuals were selected to be part of the panel 

based on a literature search, their practice and familiarity 

with the use of incobotulinumtoxinA, and their international 

expertise. On average, consensus group members had used 

BoNT/A in aesthetics for 15 years.

Before reaching consensus on the use of incobotuli-

numtoxinA in facial aesthetics, the expert group reviewed 

and analyzed the existing literature and previous consensus 

recommendations (eg, two global consensuses, German 

guidelines and a French consensus)16,22–25,30,31 and discussed 

the extensive practical experience among the panel in the 

use of incobotulinumtoxinA in aesthetics. A list of relevant 

literature for the experts to review was compiled through 

searching PubMed (National Center for Biotechnology 

Information, Bethesda, MD, USA). Searches were based 

around the following search string: ([IncobotulinumtoxinA 

OR Xeomin] AND aesthetics) NOT blepharospasm NOT pain 

NOT cervical dystonia NOT sialorrhea NOT dentistry NOT 

headache NOT bladder NOT stroke NOT hyperhidrosis NOT 

toe NOT palsy NOT spasticity NOT spasmodic.

After expert discussions on the available data, open 

 voting took place on a number of potential  recommendations. 
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The recommendations presented in these guidelines reflect 

a high level of agreement (.90%) among all expert panel 

members.

Overview
The four BoNT/A preparations available in Russia may differ 

not only in terms of formulation but also in terms of their 

relative efficacy and tolerability profiles.13–15,30,32 It is impor-

tant to understand the similarities and differences between 

available BoNT/A products, as this enables clinicians to make 

informed decisions about their most appropriate applications 

in clinical practice.

It is important to note that these guidelines are only based 

on the use of incobotulinumtoxinA for facial aesthetics. 

However, based on their clinical experience, the consensus 

group agreed that onabotulinumtoxinA and incobotuli-

numtoxinA could be used at a 1:1 dose ratio, as suggested 

previously.25,30,31 Considering the dosing for glabellar frown 

lines, a ratio of 2.5:1 for abobotulinumtoxinA and incobotu-

linumtoxinA was considered appropriate and in agreement 

with other consensus recommendations.25,30,31 Head-to-head 

comparisons of incobotulinumtoxinA and onabotulinum-

toxinA have reported the products to have equivalent efficacy 

when used at the same dose for the treatment of periocular 

rhytides and masseteric hypertrophy,33 for the treatment of 

focal hyperhidrosis,34 and for the treatment of glabellar frown 

lines at respective concentrations of 30 U and 20 U,35 at a 

3:1 respective dose ratio,8 and at respective concentrations 

of 20 U and 30 U.36

Clinical characteristics of  
BoNT/A products
All experts agreed that, with correct dosing and conversion 

ratios, clinically, there are no differences in the efficacy and 

duration of treatment effect between these four BoNT/As.

When considering immunogenicity, experts also agreed 

that clinical insensitivity (reduced or lack of clinical effect) 

to BoNT/A and secondary treatment failure can be caused 

by the formation of neutralizing antibodies. Thus, as foreign 

proteins may play an important role in immunogenicity, the 

complexing protein-free formulation of incobotulinumtoxinA 

was viewed as a clinical advantage by the experts.

Consensus guidelines by  
indication/treatment areas
The following consensus recommendations are provided for 

two major facial zones, according to application in the daily 

aesthetics practice: the upper face and the lower face.

Upper face
Table 1 summarizes the recommended total treatment dose 

for each of the indications discussed.

Glabellar lines/glabellar frown lines
BoNT/A preparations are often used to lessen the action of the 

procerus and corrugator muscles in the face. This procedure 

reduces the appearance of vertical and horizontal hyperki-

netic lines in the glabellar region, which, if exaggerated, are 

known to give the false impression of negative emotions.37

It is important to examine fully the involvement of the 

muscles at rest and contraction. It is not always necessary to 

inject the procerus muscle; in fact, it should be injected only if 

horizontal lines appear in the glabellar region on contraction. 

The consensus group agreed on an optimal starting dose of 

20 U, to be adjusted to the individual. Typically, five to six 

injection points (Figure 1A) are used if the procerus is to 

be injected, with the dose distributed equally between the 

injection sites. The experts recommend deep intramuscu-

lar injections into the procerus, with one to two injection 

points in the myogaster at the intersection of the lines from 

the medial tip of the brow to the inner corner of the eye. If 

the corrugator muscle is to be injected, the experts recom-

mend two injection points on each side: the first at the point 

of maximum muscular contraction, deep in the head of the 

corrugator, and the second more lateral and superficial. For 

both the procerus and corrugator muscle injections, the needle 

should be inserted perpendicular to the surface.

Lid and/or brow ptosis are possible adverse events associ-

ated with this treatment. To minimize the risk of such events, 

injections into the tail of the corrugator muscles or at the 

subdermal insertion points should be kept superficial.

periorbital lines/crow’s feet/lateral canthal lines
Crow’s feet, which are characterized by fine wrinkles at the 

corners of the eyes, are often identified as one of the first 

visible signs of aging on the face. These lines can occur as 

early as the late 20s, and even earlier in individuals who 

Table 1 Summary of the consensus panel’s recommendations on 
the optimal total treatment doses of incobotulinumtoxinA within 
each upper facial indication

Indication Injection dose, units of 
incobotulinumtoxinA

Glabella 20
Crow’s feet 12 (per eye area)
Forehead lines 10–20
Bunny lines 2–4 (per side of face)
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Figure 1 Injection sites to treat each upper facial indication, as recommended by the expert panel.
Notes: recommended injection sites for (A) glabellar lines, a total dose of 20 U is recommended, and divided between 6 injection sites, with the numbers 2, 3, and 5 
indicating the dose in U per site; (B) periorbital lines/crow’s feet; (C) forehead wrinkles; (D) bunny lines. Copyright 2015 © Merz pharmaceuticals. reproduced with 
permission from Merz pharmaceuticals GmbH.
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frequently squint.38 Crow’s feet develop as a result of the 

action of the orbital portion of the orbicularis oculi muscles 

and are accentuated by contraction of the zygomaticus and 

zygomatic head of the quadratus labii superioris muscle, 

which elevates the upper cheek.38 Crow’s feet are most pro-

nounced when using the muscles around the eyes; BoNT/A 

preparations can help relax these muscles, and therefore 

reduce their appearance.

It is important to conduct a thorough clinical examination 

of the crow’s feet at rest and at maximum contraction, and to 

assess the involvement of the different muscles so that dose 

and injection site can be adjusted accordingly. The experts 

agreed on a standard total treatment dose of 12 U per side, 

split between three to four injection sites (see Figure 1B). 

The injection should be superficial and at a position 1 cm 

from the lateral orbital edge, to the lateral portion of the 

orbicularis oculi muscle, and the needle should be directed 

away from the orbit. A deeper injection should be used for 

hyperkinetic muscle phenotypes.

Forehead wrinkles
Horizontal lines on the forehead, created by the action of the 

frontalis muscle, deepen during the fourth decade of life,38 

and application of BoNT/A to the frontalis can reduce the 

appearance of these wrinkles.

Treatment of this muscle, which is the only brow elevator, 

is becoming more sophisticated, and optimal results can be 

achieved by retaining partial muscle activity to allow some 

facial expression.31 The consensus group recommends a total 

treatment dose of 10–20 U incobotulinumtoxinA split across 

four to eight injection sites (2–4 U per point). The injections 

should be delivered intramuscularly at the sites shown in 

Figure 1C. Injections should be at least 1.5–2 cm above the 

eyebrow line and at least 2–2.5 cm above the orbit edge in a 

staggered, V-shaped, or linear arrangement.

Bunny lines
Preparations of BoNT/A can be used to reduce the contraction 

of the transverse portion of the nasalis; overcontraction of this 

area is known to result in bunny lines.39 In some countries, 

bunny lines are not considered to be negative features or 

signs of aging, and as a consequence, they are not frequently 

treated. Although this treatment is not commonly performed 

in Russia, the consensus group agreed on two injection sites 

(Figure 1D) in the nasalis and a total treatment dose of 2–4 U 

incobotulinumtoxinA for each side of the face. Superficial 

intramuscular injections should be administered at the border 

of the dorsum and wing of the nose at the point of maximum 

muscular contraction.

Lower face
Table 2 summarizes the recommended total treatment dose 

for each of the indications discussed.

perioral wrinkles
Traditionally, the aged perioral region has been rejuve-

nated by surgery, chemical peels, and laser resurfacing. 

BoNT/A offers a less invasive, nonsurgical option for 

those who wish to reduce the signs of perioral wrinkles. 

BoNT/A preparations achieve this by inhibiting contraction 

of some of the key muscles responsible for perioral 

rhytides.40

Hyperactivity of the orbicularis oris muscle is partly 

responsible for generating the fine wrinkles that radiate out 

from the lips. Because it is a circular muscle with fibers above 

and below the mouth, it is usually advisable to treat both the 

upper and lower portions to maintain balance, and injections 

should be kept symmetrical and superficial.31 For treatment 

of the upper lip, the experts recommend a total treatment 

dose of 4–6 U for the whole area. This should be split among 

four injection sites (1–1.5 U per point; Figure 2A). Injections 

should be positioned on the vermillion border of the upper lip 

at least 1 cm from the mouth corner, avoiding the philtrum 

column area. The needle should be injected parallel to the 

skin surface.

Depressor anguli oris
The action of the depressor anguli oris (DAO), which origi-

nates at the oral commissure and extends obliquely to join 

fibers of the platysma,41 leads to vertical marionette lines that 

project downward from the corners of the mouth.42

Injection of the DAO is an important component of 

rebalancing the lower third of the face. An optimal total 

treatment dose of 6 U (range, 3–8 U) was recommended, 

divided between two injection sites, one per side. Superficial 

intramuscular injections are recommended in the lower 

third of the DAO, with the needle directed laterally. As 

shown in Figure 2B, the injection points are located in the 

Table 2 Summary of the consensus panel’s recommendations on 
the optimal total treatment doses of incobotulinumtoxinA within 
each lower facial indication

Indication Injection dose, units of 
incobotulinumtoxinA

perioral wrinkles (upper lip) 4–6
Depressor anguli oris 6
Mentalis 6
Masseter 50
nefertiti lift 20 (per half of the face)
platysmal bands 50–60
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Figure 2 (Continued)
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projection of the DAO, 1 cm lateral and 1.5 cm below the 

oral commissure.

Mentalis
Cosmetic BoNT/As have been shown to be effective in the 

treatment of moderate rhytides of the mentalis for individuals 

who exhibit significant, dynamic chin wrinkles.43 Contraction 

of the mentalis raises the chin and can cause a deep crease 

between the lower lip and the prominence of the mandible. In 

addition, with loss of collagen and fat in the chin that occurs 

with aging, the chin can also appear dimpled.

The consensus group agreed on an optimal total treat-

ment dose of 6 U incobotulinumtoxinA (range, 2–8 U), 

divided equally between two injection sites, one per side. 

Deep intramuscular injections are recommended at two 

symmetrical points located 1 cm above the jawline, close to 

the chin midline (Figure 2C). The experts recommend that 

the needle be held at a perpendicular angle, with one-third 

of the needle inserted into the mentalis.

Masseters
Large masseter muscles can give an overly square shape 

to the face, and BoNT/A can be used to contour this area.44 

BoNT/A treatment allows the masseter muscles to relax and 

become smaller over time, providing a more attractive shape 

to the lower face.4

A careful clinical examination should be carried out to 

ensure that a square jaw contour is a consequence of masseter 

muscle hyperactivity, rather than a nonmuscular cause, 

such as a bony prominence, which cannot be treated with 

BoNT/A. The consensus group agreed on a total treatment 

dose of 50 U, split across two to three injection sites per 

side, with a recommended dose of 8–10 U per injection site. 

Deep intramuscular injections are recommended at the sites 

shown in Figure 2D. The injection sites are evenly distrib-

uted across the area of greatest masseter contraction; the site 

is located on the line connecting the mouth corner and the 

mandibular angle at 1–1.5 cm from the mandibular angle. 

The second point is located on the same line outward from 

the medial masseter margin. A minimum of the first third 

of the needle should be inserted at an angle perpendicular 

to the skin surface.

nefertiti lift
The Nefertiti lift employs BoNT/A to redefine the jawline. 

This procedure aims to counteract the effects caused by a 

Figure 2 Injection sites to treat each lower facial indication, as recommended by the expert panel.
Notes: recommended injection sites for (A) perioral wrinkles; (B) depressor anguli oris; (C) mentalis; (D) masseters; (E) nefertiti lift; (F) platysmal bands. Copyright 2015 
© Merz pharmaceuticals. reproduced with permission from Merz pharmaceuticals GmbH.
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combination of loss of skin elasticity resulting from aging 

and gravity.45

During examination, the individual is requested to 

grimace, thus inducing contraction of the platysma. If this 

action results in the disappearance of the mandibular con-

tour, then the patient is deemed to be a suitable candidate 

for treatment.45 An optimal total treatment dose of 20 U 

incobotulinumtoxinA was agreed for each half of the face. 

In total, two to three injection sites per half of the face are 

recommended, with a maximum dose of 6–10 U per point. 

Superficial intramuscular injections should be used at the 

sites on the jawline presented in Figure 2E. The first site is 

0.5–1 cm lateral from the mandibular ligament projection, 

and the second is 2 cm further and lateral from the first site, 

with a third additional site positioned to the upper edge of 

the lateral platysmal band to be used if the platysmal bands 

are hypertonic.

platysmal bands
Banding of the platysmal muscle is a consequence of 

chronic muscular contraction and skin laxity in the neck 

resulting from aging. Historically, surgery has been 

the only option for patients who want to improve the 

appearance of platysmal banding. However, BoNT/A 

preparations have shown efficacy for the treatment of this 

muscle.46–48

Patient selection is key to successful treatment, as only 

those who have retained sufficient skin elasticity without 

too much submental fat will benefit; these patients tend 

to be younger.31 The recommended total treatment dose is 

50 U incobotulinumtoxinA, but this depends on how many 

bands there are to treat. The initial recommended dose for 

treatment of pronounced bands is 15–20 U per band, or 10 

U per band for mild cases. In total, 12 injection sites are 

recommended, with a maximum dose of 2–5 U per point. 

Injections should be superficial, with the needle inserted 

directly into the platysmal bands at the sites shown in 

Figure 2F. Briefly, four injections are recommended in the 

medial bands, with the needle directed outward. A further 

two injection sites on each side are on lateral bands, with 

the needle directed inward. The sites are located 2 cm 

apart, and the needle should be directed parallel to the 

skin surface.

Although this is the first Russian consensus on incobotu-

linumtoxinA optimal dose recommendation in aesthetics, it 

is important to note that these doses are in line with existing 

recommendations and guidelines, as well as international 

clinical practice.

Considerations to maximize  
patient satisfaction
Further to agreeing on the optimal recommended treatment 

doses, the consensus panel discussed situations in which the 

optimal effect might not be achieved.

The panel agreed that repeated administration of BoNT/A 

within short time periods (typically more frequently than 

every 2–3 months) may cause BoNT/A immunogenicity and 

reduce the treatment effect.

An important consideration in the administration of 

BoNT/A is muscle activity. The treatment effect, and con-

sequentially patient satisfaction, is increased when the dose 

is adjusted according to the type of muscle activity. For 

instance, when treating the glabellar, men tend to have a 

higher muscle mass, and therefore may require higher doses 

than women. Similarly, younger individuals with lower 

muscle mass may require lower doses. The experts’ recom-

mended standard dose should be used for the kinetic muscle 

type. For the hyperkinetic muscle types typically displayed 

in most men, the experts recommend a dose increase of 

1.5 times or more. Combined treatment with fillers is rec-

ommended for hypertonic muscle types. The experts agreed 

that older patients do not require a reduced dose of BoNT/A, 

feeling it is more prudent to assess type of muscle activity, 

rather than patient age.

On the basis of the experts’ clinical experience, it was 

agreed that patients should be advised to expect a shorter 

treatment duration in the lower face than the upper face.

Lastly, when switching the BoNT/A product, the dose 

selection depends on the type of muscle activity of the patient, 

and the recommended doses for each toxin should be used.

Safety: adverse events
In general, BoNT/As such as incobotulinumtoxinA have 

good safety profiles.1,2 The most common adverse events tend 

to be pain at the injection site, swelling, and headache, but 

these are generally mild and transient49 and simple steps can 

be taken to minimize their occurrence. Regularly changing 

needles, using small-gauge needles, and good technique can 

minimize pain, and some patients may find ice or a topical 

anesthetic beneficial. Application of ice can also help to 

minimize bruising, and over-the-counter medicines can be 

used to treat headache.

The most reliable way to avoid complications is to 

ensure a clear understanding of facial anatomy and the 

three-dimensional changes that occur with aging. The lower 

face, for example, has many integrated muscles involved in 

essential activities such as eating, and extra care should be 
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taken when executing injection strategies in these areas to 

avoid complications.

Summary and conclusion
BoNT/A is a very popular, nonsurgical tool available to aes-

thetic clinicians and can be an effective treatment to satisfy 

the goals of individuals seeking cosmetic enhancement. 

After a review of the clinical data and sharing of expertise, 

the consensus group agreed that incobotulinumtoxinA was 

an effective treatment for a range of wrinkles of the upper 

and lower face. The recommendations given here are the first 

practical guidelines of optimal starting doses, specifically for 

clinicians using incobotulinumtoxinA to achieve the expected 

and optimal aesthetics outcome.
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